2010-11 Annual Report

TO: FACULTY of the DIVISION of SOCIAL SCIENCES

FROM: Thomas Holbrook, 2010-11 Chair
Executive Committee
Division of Social Sciences

DATE: May 2011

In accordance with Sections 3.07, 3.15(2) and 6.12 of the UWM Policies and Procedures, I submit to you a report of the activities of the Executive Committee of the Division of Social Sciences.

MEMBERSHIP

2011-12 Division of Social Sciences Executive Committee
Professor Kathleen Dolan Political Science 2014
Associate Changshan Wu Geography 2014
Professor Paul Brewer* JMC 2013
Associate Ed Mabry Communication 2013
Professor Douglas Woods** Psychology 2013
Professor Marc Levine*** History 2013
Associate Donald Green Sociology 2012
Professor Robert Jeske Anthropology 2012
One to be appointed
*Resigned in Summer 2011
**Resigned in Spring 2011
***UC appointed as D. Woods’ replacement

2010-11 Division of Social Sciences Executive Committee
Professor Paul Brewer JMC 2013
Associate Ed Mabry Communication 2013
Professor Douglas Woods Psychology 2013
Associate Donald Green Sociology 2012
Professor Robert Jeske* Anthropology 2012
Professor Marc Levine** History 2012
Professor Thomas Holbrook (Chair) Political Science 2011
Associate Changshan Wu  Geography  2011  
*sabbatical 2010-11-UC appointed M. Levine as replacement

2010-11 Alternate Members- Division of Social Sciences (5 year rule)

Professor Thomas Holbrook  Political Science  2016
Professor Niloy Bose  Economics  2015
Professor Jay Moore  Psychology  2015
Professor David Pritchard  JMC  2015
Associate Erik Timmerman  Communication  2015
Associate Kalman Applbaum  Anthropology  2014
Associate Judith Kenny  Geography  2014
Professor Nancy Burrell  Communication  2012
Professor Sanjoy Ghose  Business Admin  2012
Professor Nancy Mathiowetz  Sociology  2012

The Committee acknowledges its appreciation to Professor Pat Gray (2), Niloy Bose (1) and Sanjoy Ghose (1) for their service as alternate members during 2010-11.

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES, 2010-11

The Committee met (8) eight times in the contractual year, 2010-11.

*September 23, 2010  Schedule meeting dates
*October 21, 2010  Personnel considerations
*December 2, 2010  Personnel consideration
*December 16, 2010  Personnel considerations
*February 9, 2011  Personnel considerations
*February 23, 2011  Personnel consideration
*March 30, 2011  Personnel consideration
*May 11, 2011  Review criteria and elect chair for 2011-12
RECOMMENDATION of PERSONNEL CASES, 2010-11

Executive Committee

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

6 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
6 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

1 Positive recommendation forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
1 Personnel recommendation forwarded

Requests for GRANTING TENURE at the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR:

2 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendation forwarded
2 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR:

1 Positive recommendation forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
1 Personnel recommendation forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR:

0 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
0 Personnel recommendations forwarded

TOTAL COMMITTEE PERSONNEL RECOMMENDATIONS:

Requests for PROMOTION/APPOINTMENT/TENURE to the ranks of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR and FULL PROFESSOR:

10 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
10 Personnel recommendations forwarded